
LIST OF CAMPUS CLIMATE CORPS PROJECTS 

TITLE DESCRIPTION 

Management 
Management of the overall project team 

Handle general project management and coordination.  Coordinating communications and activities of the Campus Climate Corps team will be a major challenge.  

Curriculum 

Development and distribution of educational curriculum packages for university professors 

Reach more students by enlisting the help of professors by providing them content for their courses related to climate change and natural resource management. Our team will analyze course curricula and send professors 

supplemental content that will draw attention to the COP/COY conference, Campus Climate Corps, and the related student events. 

Teach-In 
Design and planning of the educational programs for the pre-conference rallies and events 

Create the itineraries, the speeches, the places for people to assemble, and people to see and to talk to. We will also strive to develop an actual seminar or symposium for the students. 

Carbon 
Creation, analysis, and implementation of the carbon offset projects so students traveling to COP/COY have zero footprint 

Estimate the carbon footprint for each traveler, to find and/or create, develop and set up projects to achieve the required carbon offset for each COP/COY events participant.  

Policy 

Analysis of national climate change policy 

Document climate change mitigation actions/policies of each nation and their positions relative to the COP/COY conference agreement. Determine which nations are falling short in their commitments and develop a set of 

advocacy positions designed to move these nations towards a better, more aggressive posture on climate change. 

InfoTech 
Design and create the project IT systems and Web pages 

Develop useful IT systems, databases, and Web pages for the event and organizing effort.  

Marketing 
Marketing of the student events to be held in COP/COY 

Promote the events in COP/COY all around United States and other countries; develop actions on Internet before the events. 

Media 
Creation and implementation of the media campaign 

Develop relations with the media (newspaper, radio, television, bloggers, etc.), create and update social networks accounts. 

Relations 
Management of the relations with embassies and governments 

Handle relations with participating governments and their embassies for possible events at these location coordinated with those governments and local authorities.  

Tourism 
Planning tourism activities in the COP/COY city  

Plan and coordinate various activities for American students during their stay in the COY/COP city, organize tours during weekends. 

Finance 
Finance and management of the overall event 

Handle the event and planning budget, collect funds (Websites, special events, donations, DBA, Trademark, crowd sourcing…), to ensure project solvency and success. 

Recruiting 

Recruitment of American students for the events and rallies 

Enlist U.S. student organizations and individuals at American campuses. This includes visiting campuses and setting up tables, meeting with student groups, etc. This project could involve travel across the state of Florida and 

throughout the nation. It will require students with sufficient financial resources to undertake these trips. 

Communications 
Communication with the national and American populations so as to make them aware of the event and its importance 

Reach out to non-student organizations and populations for their support in the project and event.  

Health 
Planning of health needs, for both American students and during the events 

Coordinate health insurance policies and contingency plans for the American students, to make sure that all the participants have access to a medical assistance during their trip abroad to COP/COY. 

Graphics 
Creation of the design of the organization and events, for posters, website… 

Design and produce attractive posters, logos, banners, Web pages, T-shirts, clothes and accessories for the events. 

Legal 
Study of national contracts, public and private rights, liability issues, and establish activities limits based on local laws and regulations 

Study and document to our team and participants the different laws to be respected the preparations for and implementation of the events. 

Security 
Safety and security issues monitoring and actions 

Advise the team on security issues associated with the event and conduct risk assessments. Coordinate with law enforcement agencies throughout the planning and implementation process. 

Nuclear Energy 
Assess nuclear energy technology and policies 

Review US, national and global experience with nuclear power and assemble educational program and policy positions for integration into events. 

Energy Technologies 
Assess energy productions technologies and policies 

Review energy production and use technologies and assemble educational programs and policy statements. 

 


